Dangan Ronpa: The Animation
Episode 1 Script

Hello everyone, and welcome to the cast of this SHSL Fandub! We’re
very excited to have you and your talented voices working with us on
the project. Before we begin any recording, there are a few general
things that we’d like to go over regarding the dub and how we’d like
it to be done.
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~
~
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~
~

-

After scripts are given, we expect all lines to be recorded and
sent back to us within 2-3 weeks. If an extension to this
deadline is needed, it will be given.

-

Please try your best to watch the video while
We want as much emotion as possible from you!
groan, bluh, gasp, grr, laugh, sob, and so on
makes needs to be included. We’re counting on

-

We would like honorifics (-chan, -san, -sama, ect.) to be
excluded.

-

This is how we would like names to be pronounced to be consistent
through the dub. (Also in case you may have difficulty
pronouncing their names.)

reading the lines.
So every sigh,
your character
you to do this!

Aoi Asahina (Owie Ah-Sah-Hina)
Byakuya Togami (Bya-Kuu-Yah Toe-Gami)
Celestia Ludenburg (Seh-Les-Tee-Ah Lou-Den-Burg)
Chihiro Fujisaki (Chi-Hee-Row Fuu-Jii-Sah-Key)
Hifumi Yamada (Hee-Fuu-Mi Yah-Mah-Dah)
Junko Enoshima (June-Koe En-Oh-Shi-Mah)
Kiyotaka Ishimaru (Key-Oh-Tah-Kah EE-Shi-Mah-Rue)
Leon Kuwata (Lee-on Kuu-Wah-Ta)
Makoto Naegi (Mah-Ko-Toh Neigh-Egg-iee)
Mondo Oowada (Mon-Doe Oh-Wah-Dah)
Mukuro Ikusaba (Moo-Ku-Roe Ee-Ku-Sah-Bah)
Sakura Oogami (Sah-Ku-Rah Ooo-Gah-Mi)
Sayaka Maizono (Sai-Ah-Kah Mai-zone-Oh)
Touko Fukawa (Toe-Koe Fuu-Kah-Wa)
Yasuhiro Hagakure (Ya-Suu-He-Row Ha-Gah-Ku-Rei)
Monobear (Mon-Oh-Bear)

- If you’d like to make a video/post with another actor voicing,
let us know so we can post it/promote it.
- Lastly, keep your bloopers! We’d love to make a video with them
……………|after releasing an episode.
Have fun, and we can’t wait to work with you!!!

Note:
[Things in brackets are notes on the situation/my personal notes]
Lighter colored font is thoughts from the Naegi.
Naegi: That massive school stood conspicuously tall over its surroundings
downtown. Hope’s Peak Private Academy. Academics, sports, art, and
showbiz. The school brings together the top students from various fields and
aims to help them grow. It’s a government-recognized facility that operates
on privilege. I’m just a normal guy! Can I really make it at a place like this? I
only got chosen out of sheer dumb luck. … … Alright then. “My high school
life begins now.” The very first step I took was supposed to be filled with that
hope. Darkness everywhere. That’s where it all began. Where my peaceful
life came to an end. I probably should have figured it out then. I wasn’t the
Super High School Level Good Luck for coming to Hope’s Peak. I was just
Super High School Level UNlucky.
[Prologue]
Naegi: … A classroom? But why?... A camera? … Steel plates?! Ngh, I can’t
move it. What’s with this room? … “You bastards” ?!
[After walking down the halls, Naegi approaches the gym and opens the
doors.]
Everyone: [Make noises of surprise. Wow another student wowie.]
Naegi: Uhm… Hello..
Hagakure: Oh! Are you a freshman too? This school’s a bit weird…
Yamada: Fifteen of us, eh? Is that everyone now?
Ishimaru: [Running to Naegi] YOU! You were told to be here at 8 ‘o clock!
Being late is unacceptable!
Junko: Haah? What do you mean? Who the hell cares about punctuality in
this situation?
Chihiro: Uhm… Did you wake up in a classroom too?
Naegi: Mhm. Yeah, I did.
Chihiro: I knew it. We all did too.

Celestia: Everyone lost consciousness, woke up, and then came here. Odd
story, huh?
Mondo: The hell’s with this place? Tch. It looks like juvie here.
Leon: You think this… is a kidnappin’?! Is the joke gonna be that it was by
Bowser the Dragon?
Aoi: It’s gotta be some kind of special arrangement!! I mean this school is
special, right?
Sakura: Either way… we need to find out what’s happening.
Naegi: … Yeah. They’re Super High School Level Students chosen by Hope’s
Peak Academy.
[ Aoi is in the background talking people’s ears off. Feel free to improve any
lines you’d like. If not then I’ll write some for you. ]
Fukawa: Oh God! He’s looking RIGHT AT ME.
Nagei: Huh?
Fukawa: Just because I’m ugly—
Togami: Incredibly ugly.
Fukawa: Eh?!
Togami: What are YOU looking at?
Naegi: N-Nothing!
Kirigiri: Hm? What?
Naegi: Ah, n-nothing! Ahahaha….
Sayaka: Ah, you’re Naegi, aren’t you? [Naegi makes a somewhat shocked
sound.] We went to school together.
Naegi: Maizono?

Sayaka: Thank god, it’s great to see you!
Naegi: Huh? Wait, Maizono, you remember me?
Sayaka: Mhm, of course I do! I mean, we went to the same school for three
years.
Naegi: That’s true but, I didn’t think someone as popular as you would pay
attention to a plain guy like me.
Sayaka: What? You thought I was that cold and distant? I’m hurt!
Naegi: I-I’m sorry!
Sayaka: [Giggle] Just kidding.
Naegi: Eh? Don’t do that to me! [Sayaka giggles more.]
Togami: Are you going to just flirt all day? Let’s get down to business already.

Naegi: Business?
Togami: Why is this happening? We should figure out who’s behind all this.
Fukawa: We’re just like prisoners here!
Junko: I think what’s most important here is finding where our stuff went. I
can’t find my cellphone.
Everyone: [Noises of shock and despair, oh noooo.]
Sakura: I don’t either. Meaning someone took them.
Hagakure: Come on guys, chill out. This is probably some kind of orientation
the school planned. That’s what my crystal ball says!
Leon: Magic? Is that accurate?

Hagakure: I’m right 30% of the time!
Fukawa: Only 30?!
Monobear: Ahhhh ahhh. Mic check! Mic check! Whatever, I’m sure you all can
hear me. Ehem. Welcome to Hope’s Peak, you bastards! Let us begin the
entrance ceremony.
Hagakure: See? This is how Hope’s Peak rolls out the red carpet!
Kirigiri: No. That’s not it.
[Monobear pops up.]
Naegi: A teddy bear?!
Monobear: I’m not a teddy bear! I’m Monobear! The headmaster of this
school. Pleased to meet you!
Yamada: AHHH. THAT STUFFED ANIMAL JUST MOVED!
Monobear: I’m not a stuffed toy! I’m Monobear! And I’m your headmaster.
Naegi: Headmaster?
Monobear: Now that we’ve made no progress whatsoever, let’s get started
here. Stand, and bow! Good morning to you all!
Ishimaru: Good morning headmaster!
Fukawa: Hey, don’t just bow to him!!
Monobear: You are the promising, young high school students who carry the
hope of the world on your shoulders. And in order to protect and care for you
wonderful symbols of hope, I have decided to let you all live together within
the confines of this school.
Leon and Mondo: WHAT?
Naegi: WaitJunko: Whaddya mean, huh?!
Monobear: As for how long you will be living together… There is no time
limit! [Shocked noises from students] Basically, you’ll all be staying here for
the rest of your lives!

Leon: W-What the hell?
Chihiro: Our lives… spent here?
Monobear: Oh don’t worry. We’ve got a HUGE budget, so you won’t be
inconvenienced in any way!
Sayaka: Hold on a second! That’s not theJunko: You’ve gotta be kidding me!
Naegi: So wait, those steel plates in the classrooms and hallways… Are those
to keep us locked in here?!
Monobear: Correct! So you can yell and scream all you want, but nobody’s
gonna come to save you.
Celes: If what you’re saying’s true, then it’d be quite a problem. We couldn’t
POSSIBLY live in school forever.
Monobear: Ahem. So, whoever wants to leave this academy will have to play
by a certain rule.
Togami: A rule?
Monobear: I don’t care how you do it, BUT, only students who have killed
someone will be allowed to leave this place!~ That’s all there is to it. Pretty
simple, no? You can hit, stab, beat them to death, hit with a sword, burn
them up, crush them, strangle them, or even shoot them! Upupupupu! How
exhilarating is this! I can’t get this by just attacking salmon and humans! A
situation full of despair where the hopes of this world attempt to kill each
other… Man, it turns me on!
Leon: Are you serious?!
Sayaka: Why do we have to kill each other?!
Yamada: She’s right!! Stop spouting that bull and let us go home already!
Monobear: Bull? What do you mean, “Bull?” Listen here. From here on, this
academy is your home. It’s your society! Your world! You can do absolutely
anything you want! So feel free to go wild, I say!
Mondo: Hah! Kill each other? Your jokes gone way too far!
Monobear: Joke, you say? The only joke here is your hairstyle!

Mondo: What was that?! I don’t care if you’re remote controlled or a stuffed
animal. I’ll smash you into BITS!!
Monobear: Ahh! Acts of violence towards the headmaster go against school
regulations!!
Mondo: What the hell?
Kirigiri: THIS IS BAD! Throw him!
Mondo: Huh?
Kirigiri: Just do it!!!
Students: [More noises of shock.]
Naegi: What the hell?
Mondo: He goddamn exploded?
Chihiro: Did the stuffed toy die?
Monobear: I’m not a stuffed toy! I’m Monobear!! Tada!
Mondo: D-Damn you!
Monobear: I’ll let you off with just a warning this time. But the next time I find
someone breaking the school rules, I’ll punish you severely and swiftly! Now
then, this ends the entrance ceremony. I hope you all enjoy this despairingly
gloomy high school life.~
Celes: So the only way out of this school is to kill someone here?
Ishimaru: This is insane…
Chihiro: Hey… This is a joke right?
Togami: Heh, the problem isn’t whether it’s a joke or not. It’s whether or not
anyone is dumb enough to actually do it.
Naegi: And thus began our brand-new high school life. However, this school
we’d come to with high expectations wasn’t one filled with hope. It was…
filled with despair!
--Aoi: You can do it Oogami!

Sakura: HNG. … Alas, it’s impossible.
Hagakure: Damn that’s cool! This handbook’s pretty awesome!
Aoi: No good.
Mondo: Same here. Dammit.
Ishimaru: We all must not lose hope! I’m sure there’s some way we can get
out of here!
Aoi: Yeah! Sittin’ here like bumps on longs won’t do any good!
Sakura: That’s right.
Leon: Well damn. Let’s go look around this place.
Togami: I’ll go alone.
Everyone: HUH?
Junko: Why’s that?
Togami: Because there might be a chance that someone is concocting a way
to kill one of us already.
Sayaka: But that’s-Togami: -- Not true? You don’t know that.
Mondo: Now wait a damn second! You’re not gonna get away with leaving!
Togami: Out of my way, cornhead.
Mondo: Ehhhhhh? You want a beatin’, four eyes?
Naegi: H-Hey! What’s you two fighting gonna achieve?!
Mondo: Whaat? Such brave words. You tryna scold me? You think you control
me, kid?!
Naegi: That’s not what I--!
Mondo: SHUT IT.
Everyone: [Noises of surprise wowie]
---

Naegi: W-Where am I… Ah! Maizono?!
Sayaka: Thank goodness!
Naegi: This… room is?
Sayaka: It’s your bedroom.
Naegi: Huh?
Sayaka: We each get our own room. Oogami picked you up and carried you
all the way here.
Naegi: Where’s… the others?
Sayaka: They all split up to look for a way out of here. I wanted to… make
sure you were okay though.
Naegi: Maizono… Th-Thank you. [pause] Maizono Sayaka, a Super High
School Level Idol. I never would’ve thought that she’d remember someone
like me.
Sayaka: But I do remember.
Naegi: Y-You heard that?
Sayaka: Yes. I can read minds.
Naegi: What?!
Sayaka: Just kidding! I just have good intuition.
Naegi: Ahaha… I need to watch what I think.
Sayaka: But, you know Naegi, it is great to see you.
Naegi: Y-Yeah… Hmph, Alright!
Sayaka: Are you feeling better?
Naegi: Yeah. Plus, I’d feel bad being the only person taking it easy right now.
Sayaka: Hmm… yeah. You’re right. I think I’ll be your Super High School Level
Assistant from now on!
Naegi: Huh?

Sayaka: I’ll be your assistant Naegi! Let’s do our best to find a way out of
here!
Naegi: Mhm.
----Aoi: Ah! Are you okay Naegi?
Naegi: Yeah, thanks.
Mondo: Yo. My Bad, Naegi.
Naegi: I-It’s okay Oowada. I mean, given the nature of this situation, it’s no
big deal.
Celes: Everyone’s here now. We can safely assume that no one would
commit a murder in front of all these people.
Ishimaru: Then let’s get started! I declare the first regular meeting of Hope’s
Peak Academy to officially commence! Let’s exchange the results of our
investigation and see what our brainpower can do!
Mondo: I tried breaking down the entrance, but that ain’t happenin’. That
things hard as (my dick) thick steel.
Celes: Of course. It is made of steel.
Sakura: We found a staircase to the second floor down one of the hallways.
Aoi: But there was a big gate blocking our way!
Kirigiri: So at this point in time, we can only search the first floor of the
building.
Yamada: The rooms in the dorm are pretty bouncy and comfortable! …So
long as you can ignore all the surveillance cameras and steel plates, that is.
Chihiro: The refrigerator was packed to the brim with food. At least we know
we won’t starve.
Yamada: But who knows how long it’s gonna last with me and fifteen others
having to eat.
Chihiro: No need to worry about that! Monobear was telling me how the
fridge is refilled after every day.

Junko and Leon: Huh?!
Junko: You met him?!
Chihiro: Mhm! He showed up out of nowhere when I checked the fridge, but
vanished into thin air soon after!
Ishimaru: [Clears throat] Is there anything else?
Fukawa: We’ve found neither an exit nor the culprit. Your “Investigation” had
no meaning!
Celes: Oh? But we did manage to confirm the undeniable fact… that we’ve
been trapped in a cage… with no way out.
Fukawa: GRAAAAH! Then what do we do?!
Togami: You all heard what Monobear said. If you want to leave, then you
need to kill.
Junko: Cut it out. It’s not funny!
Leon: There’s gotta be some other way out!
Celes: The answer is adapt.
Junko: What?
Celes: We just need to adapt.
Junko: You mean give up and accept living here?
Celes: It’s not the strong or the smart that survive in desperate times, but
the ones who can bring about change. Do you get it? And because of that, I
have a proposal for all of you.
Mondo: Huh? A proposal?
Celes: The school rules mention something about “Night Time”. Let’s add a
rule of our own here.
Junko: And what would that ‘rule’ be?
Celes: One banning wandering about during “Night Time”. That is all.
Fukawa: Huh? Why?

Celes: Don’t you see? Without that rule, we’d have to spend every night
cowering in fear. Worrying about just who might be lurking in the dark.
Waiting to kill.
Females: [Scared gasp.]
Celes: But unlike the school rules, we can’t enforce it. It’ll depend on whether
or not you all cooperate or not.
--Naegi: We all looked for an exit the next day. And the day after that. With
nothing else we could do, time just mercilessly passed us by.
Leon: Ahh man! We’re not gonna find any clues by looking in the same
places!
Hagakure: Yeah..
Everyone: [Collective Sigh.]
Chihiro: Are we going to be trapped forever? Is nobody gonna come help?
Aoi: It’s okay Fujisaki! I mean, it won’t be long now until we get rescued!
Fukawa: Huh? Saved?!
Junko: Really?
Aoi: It’s been 3 days since we got locked up in here you know. The cops have
got to be doing something!
Monobear: AHAHAHAHA! The cops? You’re relying on the man? You know, if
you wanna leave so badly, then just go ahead and kill someone! I have to
say that for an entitled generation, you guys sure have some balls. Don’t you
think that’s a bit boring, though?
Naegi: It doesn’t matter how much you try to provoke us. We’re not gonna
kill!Monobear: Aha! Now I get it! And here I was wondering why nobody had
committed a murder despite having provided a location, characters, and
setting right out of a mystery game! But now I know that there was
something missing!
Leon: Missing?? Like what?!

Monobear: Basically, a motive. On that note, I’ve left a gift for you in the AV
room for you to enjoy!
Naegi: The AV room?
--Naegi’s Mom: Makoto dear! Your being selected by Hope’s Peak Academy is
like a dream come true! Do your best!
Naegi’s Dad: I am very proud of you, son! Oh, but don’t push yourself.
Naegi’s Sister: Are you watching, Makoto? Break a leg!
Naegi: … Why? I’ve got… I’ve got to get out!
Sayaka: NO!!! No, this isn’t, this can’t be true!
Naegi: Maizono?!
Sayaka: Why… Did this have to happen? Kill or be killed? I can’t take
anymore!
Naegi: Maizono…
Monobear: Upupupupu… pu.
Kirigiri: Who are you? What is your reason for this? What do you want to
make us do?
Monobear: What I want to make you bastards do? Well, I want to… make you
despair! That’s all.
Sayaka: NO!!!
Naegi: Maizono!!
Sayaka: No! Let me go!
Naegi: We’ll be able to leave if we all keep calm!
Sayaka: You liar!!
Naegi: Or we might get rescued before that!
Sayaka: Nobody’s coming to save us!!

Naegi: I’ll get you out of here for sure. No matter what I have to do! I
promise!
Sayaka: [Sobbing intensifies. A good 10 seconds at least.]
Monobear: [Evil laughter]

END OF EPISODE ONE
I spent a lot of time typing this up for you all, so its imperative that you use
this script! (Unless the way you read a line doesn’t sync well. Then go ahead
and change it a little.) Going directly from the anime will result in lines not
syncing correctly and being too long/short for the character’s talking
animation. Don’t forget to do your bes!!
And if you’re reading this after recording all your lines, great job, you did it!
Episode 1 is done!<3

